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Introduction
Part I: Basics of LHC Physics and Experimental Standard Model

Part II: Higgs Phenomenology and discovery @LHC

Part VI - Invited Lecture 2: Take a walk on the Dark Side: chasing 
Dark Matter in the 2020s                                                                                                             
(by Valerio Ippolito, INFN Staff and former Harvard researcher) 

topical lecture on modern LHC physics 
and modern statistical method for HEP 

Part III: Advanced Statistical Methods

Part V - Invited Lecture 1: New approaches in searches for new 
physics at the LHC: machine learning to enable discoveries

(by Jennifer Ngadiuba, CERN fellow and Caltech researcher)
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Part IV: Beyond SM: Models & Methods @ colliders 2h



Examination
Final Exam: Presentation and discussion of a recent 
experimental search or measurement with emphasis on the 
physical modeling and statistical treatment

I will provide you a list of recent measurement                  
(but it’s not mandatory to pick one up from it)

dates: TBC
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https://wwwusers.ts.infn.it/~candelis/Vieri/#teach
updated material & more:



Chapter I (1)

Fundamentals of LHC Physics

[duration: 2h]
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What’s interesting about the 
Standard Model in the 20s?

“the standard model lagrangian, 
the master formula about how 

everything works!” (*)

photons

fermions+ 

vector bosons

higgs

gluons
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(*) cfr. pub discussion between drunk

 big bang theory nerds



reality: 
This is the Lagrangian of the  

5% of the Universe

photons

fermions+ 

vector bosons

higgs

gluons
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What’s interesting about the 
Standard Model in the 20s?



without gravity

photons

fermions+ 

vector bosons

higgs

gluons
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What’s interesting about the 
Standard Model in the 20s?



photons

fermions+ 

vector bosons

higgs

gluons
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What’s interesting about the 
Standard Model in the 20s?



GRAVITY

DARK 
MATTER

EXTRA 
DIM

SUSY

???
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What’s interesting about the 
Standard Model in the 20s?



GRAVITY

DARK 
MATTER

EXTRA 
DIM

SUSY

???

The old stuff: HEP from the ‘60s to the ‘90s
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GRAVITY

DARK 
MATTER

EXTRA 
DIM

SUSY

???

discovery: 1995 @ Fermilab
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GRAVITY

DARK 
MATTER

EXTRA 
DIM

SUSY

???

discovery: 2012 @ CERN
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GRAVITY

DARK 
MATTER

EXTRA 
DIM

SUSY

???

and now???
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How do we do that
- we need a collider 

(The Large Hadron Collider, LHC) @CERN

hadron colliders: for discovery (brute force aka energy frontier)

lepton colliders: for precision (needle and thread aka intensity frontier)
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How do we do that
- we need experiments

ATLAS

Galileo

multi-purpose (discover anything, see brute-force)
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How do we do that
- we need experiments

CMS

popper

made by ultra high-tech particle sub-detectors
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How do we do that
Accelerates and collides proton beams at the highest center-of-mass energies

up to √s = 14 TeV

(The Large Hadron Collider) @CERN
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How do we do that

(The Large Hadron Collider) 

• 27 km underground tunnel Design Characteristics 

• 1232 superconducting dipole magnets cooled at 1.9 K 

• Bending magnet field of 8.3 T = 14 TeV √s L(peak) = 1034 cm-2 s-1

Today:

• center of mass 
energy: 13 TeV 


• Integrated luminosity 
in ATLAS and CMS: 
~140/fb (full Run2) 
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• 92556 bunches, combined with an intensity of 1.15x1011 protons per 
bunch at 6.5 TeV, means the stored beam energy has reached 300 MJ 
per beam every 25 ns



Jennifer Ngadiuba, Ph.D. defense06.04.2017 19

The Large Hadron Collider

(pre-COVID schedule)
(post-COVID news: will run until 2040 then 100km e+e- collider @ higgs production)



How do we do that
high energy collisions

6. 6.
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Radiography of a collision - I
Hard Scattering:


- gg-fusion

-        qq-anihilation

N = � · ✏
Z

Ldt

Soft Scattering:


- Underlying Events

- ISR/FSR emissions

- Fragmentations

- Beam Remnants 

+ PILE UP21



Radiography of a collision - II

PILE UP22



Radiography of a collision - II

PILE UP23



Radiography of a collision - II

PILE UP24



Luminosity
ratio of the number of events N detected in an 
interval of time t to the interaction cross section 𝜎definition:

L =
dN
σdt

dimensions: 
cm-2s-1 (s-1b-1) 

1b=10-28m2)

colliders: Integrated Luminosity

Lint = ∫ Ldt

L =
N1N2

σxy
ω

number of particles in bunch 1/2

revolution 

frequency

beam cross section 
(geometrical)
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CMS 2018 
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CMS 2018 
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Collisions Harvesting: Detectors I 

28



Collisions Harvesting: Detectors I 
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Collisions Harvesting: Detectors II 
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Collisions Harvesting: Detectors II 
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Coordinates

z

pT p

pL

Ɵ
beam axis

particle

protons

collision

pT = p ⋅ sinθ

y =
1
2

⋅
E + pL

E − pL
η = − log(tan

θ
2

)

pseudorapidityrapidity

transverse momentum

m<<(E,p)

particle

ɸ

polar angle

azimuthal

angle

x

y
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protons



Coordinates (why?)

Differential cross sections are typically studied 

as a function of  momentum, energy and polar angle

but: we don’t know the longitudinal boost of the 
collision!

x1p -x2p

boost = β =
x1 − x2

x2 + x1

each event has a 
different boost!
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Coordinates (why?)

Differential cross sections are typically studied 

as a function of  momentum, energy and polar angle

but: we don’t know the longitudinal boost of the 
collision!

Need variables that are not sensitive to the boost

Variables unchanged under longitudinal boosts
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Coordinates (why?)

Differential cross sections are typically studied 

as a function of  momentum, energy and polar angle

but: we don’t know the longitudinal boost of the 
collision!

Need variables that are not sensitive to the boost
pseudorapidity intervals!

Variables unchanged under longitudinal boosts
transverse momentum!
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Coordinates (why?)
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LHC collisions: the initial state
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q

q

The Matrix Element
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The Matrix Element

LO to NLO to NNLO…
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v µ
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Hadronization and Jets

G.Zanderighi41



Hadronization and Jets

G.Zanderighi42



Hadronization and Jets

G.Zanderighi43



Hadronization and Jets

perturbative

NP

G.Zanderighi44



q

q

Parton Shower
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q

q

Hadronization
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Hadronization and Jets

πK
∑

Ti
m

e
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ac
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si
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po
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Energy Deposit

(calorimeter jet)

Particle Level

(jet)

Quantum

Chromodynamics
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Jets Reconstruction *th
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Jets Reconstruction *th
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Jets Reconstruction *exp
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Jets Reconstruction *exp
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Jet Energy Corrections
we want to measure the particle energy, but we do measure a 
detector response of the jet energy…

particle —-> detector —-> jet energy 

…how do we go back?

calorimeter noise
pile-up

reconstruction 

efficiency

flavor

segmentation

linearity

quark 
jet from 
quark 
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Jet Energy Corrections
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Jet Energy Corrections
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Pile-up Corrections
multiple pp collisions in the same bunch crossing = in-time pile up

multiple pp collisions in different bunch crossing = out-of-time pile up

extra vertices => extra energy => extra particles! 

increasing with luminosity (~ linearly)

at 13 TeV with 100/fb, up to 100 PU vertices!!

H->2e2µ + 30 PU vertices

weights/event 
based on the 
Minimum Bias 
cross section and 
instantaneous 
luminosity
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Pile-up Corrections
multiple pp collisions in the same bunch crossing = in-time pile up

multiple pp collisions in different bunch crossing = out-of-time pile up

extra vertices => extra energy => extra particles! 

using MC to calculate the PU distribution:

∫ L(bunch crossings) 𝝈(total inelastic)
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Missing Transverse Energy
how do we infer the presence of neutrinos and potential new weak 

interacting neutral particles (like dark matter) in our experiment?

problem: disentangle the effect of detector leaks, PU, cosmics, 
halos ecc.

define a vector called missing transverse energy as the 

imbalance in the transverse plane:

ET =

57
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Missing Transverse Energy
Example: the W boson mass

MT = 2pℓET(1 − cosΔϕ)

neutrino lepton-neutrino
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Missing Transverse Energy

???
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b-tagging
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(classic) b-tagging
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“R
O

C
*”
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ur

ve

*Receiver operating characteristic

(classic) b-tagging
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Jet Substructure
boosted topologies @ LHC
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Jet Substructure
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Jet Substructure
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application: H-tagging

next le
sson!
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